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Abstract
Neuronal plasticity most commonly occurs in developing nervous systems, with adult
organisms rarely being able to recover from neurological damage. The auditory system of the
Mediterranean field cricket, Gryllus bimaculatus, is a useful model to study neuronal plasticity
due to its unique reorganization of the auditory system in response to injury, even into adulthood.
When a cricket ear is removed and the auditory afferents are severed, called deafferentation, a
rare phenomenon occurs where the dendrites of the interneurons on the deafferented side cross
the typically respected midline of the prothoracic ganglion to form functional synapses with the
intact auditory afferents from the opposite side. To better understand the molecular pathways and
possible proteins involved in this compensatory growth response, the Horch Lab assembled a de
novo transcriptome of RNA from neurons located in the prothoracic ganglion of G. bimaculatus.
A differential gene expression analysis was conducted, revealing upregulated protein yellow
transcripts one day after deafferentation. This finding indicates that these proteins could possibly
play a role in neuronal plasticity in the adult cricket CNS; therefore, learning more about protein
yellows, which are found only in insects and commonly known for their role in pigmentation in
Drosophila melanogaster, could help to better understand the ability of developed nervous
systems to recover from injury. In this project, I focus on characterizing the protein yellow
family in the cricket. By relating these protein yellows evolutionarily, mapping them onto the
genome, and analyzing their sequences, I discovered that the cricket has 10 protein yellow genes,
including one that can be newly identified as r* and a tandem array of yellows that show synteny
with other insect genomes. Protein yellow-c, -g, and -k have been identified in some other insects
but are missing in the cricket; however it is difficult to determine if these are due to gene losses
or more recent evolution of these protein yellows. Additionally, I found that yellow-e and -x in
G. bimaculatus and other insects are closely related to a bacterial yellow, perhaps indicating a
role for horizontal gene transfer in the evolution of this yellow gene. The protein upregulated in
the cricket CNS is closely related with yellow-f’s in other insects, indicating that yellow-f is
likely a secreted protein, highly expressed in the nervous system, multifunctional, and highly
conserved across insect species. Characterizing protein yellow-f can give insight into whether
and how these upregulated proteins might be influencing the branching of dendrites across the
midline after cricket leg amputation and how they could be related to neuronal plasticity in G.
bimaculatus.
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Introduction
Neuronal plasticity is the ability of neurons in the central nervous system (CNS) to adapt
on both a structural and functional level in response to environmental changes and occurs most
frequently within developing nervous systems (von Bernhardi et al., 2017). Large-scale
anatomical plasticity, such as structural changes to dendritic and axonal branching, becomes less
frequent as organisms age, regardless of species type. In many systems, permanent detrimental
effects can arise as a result of damage to the CNS in adulthood (Chen & Zheng, 2014). Studying
neuronal plasticity in adult organisms can help us to better understand the functionality,
connectivity, and capacity for plasticity of already developed nervous systems as well as the
limitations caused by aging (Sharma et al., 2013; Hübener & Bonhoeffer, 2014).

Neuronal Plasticity of the Cricket
The auditory system of the Mediterranean field cricket, Gryllus bimaculatus, has been
studied as a model for neuronal plasticity in response to injury (Fisher et al., 2018). In the
cricket, the auditory organ is found on its foreleg, where sound is received and transduced. The
sound is then carried through auditory afferent neurons to the prothoracic ganglion (PTG), which
is the most anterior bundle of cell bodies in the cricket thoracic CNS. By amputating a cricket’s
leg, the auditory afferents are severed, which deafferents the central auditory neurons (Pfister et
al., 2013; Figure 1). Upon this deafferentation, or removal of sensory input, the dendrites of the
ascending neurons (ANs) on the ipsilateral side grow across the midline of the prothoracic
ganglion, which is usually a respected barrier for neuronal growth (Figure 1). The dendrites then
form functional synapses with the auditory afferents of the contralateral side, demonstrating a
unique compensatory growth behavior that is very rare in adult central nervous systems (Pfister
1

et al., 2013). Due to this rare phenomenon, the cricket works as a unique model for studying
postembryonic neuronal plasticity and structural reorganization and the ways in which this can
lead to the restoration of neuronal functionality. It is not yet understood how and why this
compensatory response occurs but discovering and characterizing potential proteins involved in
this paradigm can provide a stronger foundation for further research on neuronal plasticity and
the ability of adult nervous systems to recover from injury.

Figure 1. In response to unilateral deafferentation, compensatory plasticity is observed in the
cricket. The dendrites of the ascending neurons (green/gray) on the ipsilateral side branch across
the midline of the prothoracic ganglion (circled on the cricket schematic), which is usually a
respected barrier for neuronal growth. A) A control sample with intact auditory afferents (red).
B) A deafferented sample where dendrites of the ipsilateral AN (green) are seen crossing the
midline. Figure adapted from Fisher et al. 2018.

Identification of Potential Causatory Proteins in Neuronal Plasticity
To understand the molecular basis of the compensatory growth behavior observed in the
cricket, the Horch Lab sought to identify the potential proteins involved. In previous studies,
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they assembled a de novo transcriptome of RNA from neurons located in the prothoracic
ganglion of G. bimaculatus using high throughput sequencing and a program called Trinity
(Wang et al., in revision). The assembled transcriptome included ganglion samples from adult
male crickets one, three, and seven days after removal of the ear, as well as time-matched
controls in which the distal tip of the tarsus had been removed. Using a multiple k-mer assembly
approach, this transcriptome was analyzed for differentially expressed genes, and several splice
variants of a protein trancript that reciprocally blasted with protein yellow family genes were
found to be upregulated one day after cricket leg amputation (Wang et al., in revision). Since this
protein could possibly play a role in neuronal plasticity in the cricket CNS, my thesis focuses on
an initial characterization.

Protein Yellows
Protein yellows are a family of secreted extracellular proteins found only in insects that
display a diverse set of physiological and developmental roles (Albert & Klaudiny, 2004;
Massimino et al., 2020). All protein yellows are characterized by a conserved region, the major
royal jelly protein (MRJP) domain, and share a hydrophobic sequence at their N-terminus that
may function as a signal peptide. Beyond those conserved features, there is little conservation of
protein sequence among the different protein yellow genes (Ferguson et al., 2011). While in
many insect genomes, the yellow gene family contains approximately 10-15 yellow genes, the
number of genes varies depending on the species (Table 1). For example, eight yellow-like genes
have been classified as members of the yellow family in the silkmoth Bombyx mori (Xia et al.,
2006), 19 in the honey bee Apis mellifera (Ferguson et al., 2011), 14 in the flour beetle Tribolium
castaneum (Arakane et al., 2010), 9 in the silverleaf white fly Bemisia tabaci (Massimimo et al.,
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2020) and 14 in D. melanogaster (Maleszka and Kucharski, 2000; Drapeau, 2001) (Table 1). The
different yellow genes in the D. Melanogaster genome are denoted by alphabetic letters with
numbers indicating isoforms and named: yellow-y, yellow-b, yellow-c, yellow-d, yellow-d2,
yellow-e, yellow-e3, yellow-f, yellowf2, yellow-g, yellow-g2, yellow-g3, yellow-k and yellow-h
(Li et al., 2011) and the yellow genes in the A. mellifera genome are named mrjp1-9, yellow-y,
yellow-b, yellow-e, yellow-d/e3, yellow-f, yellow-g, yellow-g2, yellow-h, yellow-x1, and
yellow-x2 (Drapeau et al., 2006). The names of the yellow genes are not related to their
physiological functions, and there is some inconsistency with naming of orthologs in the
literature. For example, yellow and yellow-y are sometimes used interchangeably, as well as
yellow-d and yellow-e3, which have been confirmed by recent research to be the same gene
(Drapeau et al., 2006).

Table 1. Yellow gene family orthologs in Bemisia tabaci, Acyrthosiphon pisum, Nilaparvata
lugens, Apis mellifera, Tribolium castaneum, Bombyx mori, and D. melanogaster (Massimimo
et al., 2020). Multiple +’s indicate number of gene isoforms. For example, Apis mellifera has
yellow-x1 and yellow-x2, shown with ++.

While research has been conducted on protein yellows in many insects, there is still little
known about their function. They have been best characterized in Drosophila melanogaster, the
fruit fly, and Apis mellifera, the honey bee. Protein yellows were originally known for their role
in causing yellow pigmentation in D. melanogaster, where they produced a phenotype that
4

ultimately gave the protein family its name. Past studies found that a loss of function in the
yellow gene due to a mutation led the cuticle, or the insects’ exoskeleton/outer covering, of the
abdominal and thoracic segments as well as the wings to turn from a brown/black color to
tan/yellow (Ferguson et al., 2011; Massimino et al., 2020; Li et al., 2011). The mechanism by
which the yellow gene promotes cuticle melanization in the fruit fly is not fully understood, but a
few hypotheses exist. Research has shown that protein yellow, specifically yellow-f and yellowf2 in D. melanogaster, could be a dopachrome conversion enzyme, which catalyzes the
decarboxylative structural rearrangement of dopachrome to 5,6-dihydroxyindole, leading to rapid
melanin production (Li et al., 2011). It is also suggested that protein yellow might be secreted
from epidermal cells and act in a structural manner to cross-link a derivative of dopamine (Geyer
et al., 1986; Ferguson et al., 2011). Finally, according to other research, protein yellow could
also act as a growth factor or hormone-like molecule in the development of pigmentation and
sexual behavior (Drapeau, 2003).
In the honey bee, a number of yellow-like proteins, known as the major royal jelly
proteins (MRJPs), are identified to be a part of the protein yellow family. These proteins are
found in high concentrations in royal jelly, which is a substance secreted by nurse bees, and are
is suggested to have a nutritional function in modulating caste determination and are also
involved in larval development (Albert & Klaudiny, 2004; Drapeau et al., 2006). These MRJPs
have been localized in the head of the honey bee, and, more specifically, MRJP1 is highly
expressed in the brain (Drapeau et al., 2006). A general conclusion that researchers have made
about MRJPs, along with other yellow family proteins, is that they are largely multifunctional,
performing different, context-dependent functions in different tissues at various stages of
development (Drapeau et al., 2006).
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Protein Yellows in the Central Nervous System
Protein yellows have also been found in the CNS of some insects. They have been
documented in development at high levels in and around neuroblasts, progenitor cells for
neurons, and in the larval Drosophila melanogaster brain (Drapeau et al., 2003; Radovic et al.,
2002). Previous research has related protein yellow cells in the CNS to male courtship behavior
given that protein yellow accumulation in certain 3rd instar larval brain neurons is dependent on
sex-limited action of the fruitless (FRU) protein, which encodes several variants of a putative
transcription factor protein (Drapeau et al., 2003; Radovic et al., 2002). There has also been
recent evidence of a pattern of yellow expression in some central neurons in the adult brain of D.
melanogaster, scattered in cells adjacent to circadian pacemaker neurons and optic lobe
monopolar neurons as well as ventral to the suboesophagal ganglion, another part of the insect
CNS (Hinaux et al., 2018). Additionally, protein yellow expression is found to be strong in the
soma, but occasionally visible in cellular extensions resembling neurites (Hinaux et al., 2018).
The yellow-related MRJPs have also been isolated in high concentrations in Kenyon
cells, the intrinsic neurons of the mushroom bodies in the brains of bees and wasps (Kucharski et
al., 1998). Specifically, yellow-f, yellow-x1, and MRJP1 are found to be highly expressed in the
adult brain (Drapeau et al., 2006). MRJP1 has been localized in the cytoplasm of brain cells in A.
mellifera, seemingly along filaments of the cytoskeleton, in the antennal lobe, optic lobe and
mushroom body. Additionally it has been found in intercellular spaces between cells in
mushrooms bodies, indicating that it is a secreted protein (Garcia et al., 2009; Peixoto et al.,
2009).
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Previous Characterizations of Protein Yellows
Previous studies have used phylogenetic trees, sequence alignment tools, and
evolutionary analysis to categorize and identify the many different types of yellow genes in the
protein yellow family (Ferguson et al., 2011; Massimino et al., 2020; Xia et al., 2006; Arakane et
al., 2010). Duplications and losses are seen in the yellow gene family and phylogenetic analysis
shows yellow family expansion is associated with insect diversification (Massimimo et al., 2020;
Ferguson et al., 2011). While there are some unique aspects of this protein family depending on
the organism, research shows that yellow -g, -e, -d, and -h remain conserved across almost all
insect species studied so far and that each protein of the family has a conserved domain called
Major Royal Jelly Protein (MRJP; Xia et al., 2006; Ferguson et al., 2011).
Genomically, the protein yellow family has also been well characterized. In the honey
bee genome, four yellow genes have been found on the same scaffold pointing in the same
direction, flanking a tandem array of 10 MRJP genes, which are also a part of the protein yellow
family (Drapeau et al., 2006). Based on the similarities in intron/exon structure and protein
sequence among the MRJP genes, research suggests that the MRJP genes evolved from protein
yellow-d/e3 via a series of recent duplications and should therefore be in close genomic
proximity to each other (Drapeau et al., 2006). The order and clustering of the protein yellow
genes -g, -e, -d/e3, and -h flanking the MRJPs in the genome have been conserved between
insect species such as Apis mellifera, Tribolium castaneum, Bombyx mori, Acyrthosiphon pisum,
and Drosophila melanogaster (Ferguson et al., 2011). However, yellow-g has been lost in
Bombyx mori. There is no clear synteny between species’ genomes beyond this cluster of protein
yellow genes (i.e. yellow-c, -f, -b, -k, -x, and -y).
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Study Overview
The characterization of yellow proteins in D. melanogaster, A. mellifera, and other
insects has provided an excellent framework to approach characterization of these proteins in the
cricket, Gryllus bimaculatus. In this project, I have characterized the yellow family proteins in G.
bimaculatus by relating the proteins evolutionarily to one another and to other insects using
phylogenetics, locating and understanding their genomic organization by examining the cricket
genome, analyzing their sequences for conserved domains, and exploring their function in the
CNS. By completing this research, we can hopefully better understand why these protein yellows
might be upregulated in the cricket after amputation and learn more about their roles in the
cricket CNS, especially how they impact neuronal plasticity.
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Methods
In silico transcriptome mining
Accession numbers of known sequences from protein yellow of Drosophila melanogaster
and MRJPs of Apis mellifera were obtained from the NCBI database. Using Geneious (10.2.6)--a
bioinformatics software program that can be used for alignment, assembly, and analysis of
proteins--the protein sequences were BLASTed against the de novo Gryllus bimaculatus
transcriptome assembled previously in the Horch lab (Wang et al., in revision). The tblastn
program was used to complete the BLASTs, with the max search limited to 100 results. All
sequences with an e-value larger than e^-10 were removed. The BLASTed cricket protein yellow
sequences were translated, the correct reading frame was selected, reverse complements were
corrected to point in the forward direction, and excess sequence after the stop codon was
removed. Reciprocal BLASTs to the NCBI database were performed to confirm the identity and
reading frame of each cricket Trinity sequence. Duplicate sequences were identified and
removed using phylogenetic trees and pairwise alignments. Sequences found to be 95% or more
identical with another sequence were deemed duplicates and removed from the study.

Phylogenetic Analysis
Using Geneious, a preliminary phylogenetic tree was created from an alignment of all G.
bimaculatus exomic protein yellow sequences along with 130 known protein yellow sequences
from other reference insects. Protein yellow sequences from the G. bimaculatus genome were
also added to the alignment (Ylla et al., 2020) (Table 2). An initial tree was constructed with a
Jukes-Cantor genetic distance model, a neighbor-joining tree build method, and a “BLOSUM62”
cost matrix. The cricket Trinity sequences and the cricket genome sequences were characterized
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and renamed as potential protein yellows (i.e. yellow-d or yellow-f) based on well-supported
clades from all insects. Once the exomic sequences were renamed, two to three representative
sequences were chosen for each protein yellow type by removing duplicate or truncated
sequences. A final maximum likelihood tree (ML tree) was constructed based on an alignment
that included the named cricket exomic sequences, cricket genome sequences, and representative
insect sequences (Tables 2 & 3). The ML tree was constructed with IQTree Web Server, which
creates fast and accurate phylogenetic trees under maximum likelihood (Trifinopoulos et al.,
2016; Hoang et al., 2018), and was based on a global protein alignment of the chosen sequences
with free end gaps and a “BLOSUM62” (Block Substitution) cost matrix. Auto-detection of the
best fit substitution model determined that the VT+G4 (Variable Time matrix+Four-matrix
model fused with gamma rate heterogenity) was the best fit to the data. For branch support
statistics, Ultrafast Bootstrap was used with 1,000 bootstrap alignments, 1,000 iterations, and a
minum correlation coefficient of 0.99 (Hoang et al., 2018). A Shimodaira–Hasegawa
approximate likelihood ratio test (SH-aLRT) with 1,000 replicates was also performed to further
measure branch support (Guindon et al., 2010) (Anisimova, 2011). The results from IQTree were
edited using FigTree v1.4.4 (Rambaut, 2010). The tree is depicted as a cladogram with
transformed branches. It is an unrooted tree with bootstrap values displayed on each node. Each
protein yellow gene in the tree was color coded for easier analysis.
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Table 2. Genome Protein ID numbers in the cricket used in the phylogenetic tree to be named.
The goal is to putatively label each one as a protein yellow gene. ID names from Ylla et al.,
2020.

Table 3. Accessions of Protein Yellows in Reference Insects and Bacteria. Gathered from the
NCBI database.
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Sequence Analysis
The Conserved Domain Database (CDD) was used to confirm if each protein yellow
sequence had an MRJP domain. A multiple protein alignment was performed on the 10 protein
yellow sequences from the cricket genome along with the MRJP domain consensus sequence
from the CDD using ClustalW alignment (Marchler-Bauer et al., 2009). The alignment was
visualized on Geneious. Percent identities from a ClustalW protein alignment with the 10 protein
yellow sequences were collected using Geneious. To confirm the N-terminal hydrophobic region
in each protein yellow sequence, the sequences were run through TMHMM2.0, a server that
predicts transmembrane helices in proteins (Erik et al., 1998), and Expasy, a server with amino
acid scale tools to measure hydrophobicity (Gasteiger, 2005). The amino acid scale used was
classifying hydrophobicity from researchers Kyte and Doolittle (Kyte and Doolittle, 1982). The
N-terminal hydrophobic sequence was also confirmed using Geneious hydrophobicity graph
tools.

Genome mapping
Each of the protein yellow transcripts were mapped onto the cricket genome and then the
location, length, directionality, protein size, and intron/exon structure of protein yellow
sequences were collected using the program IGV (Robinson et al., 2011; Ylla et al., 2020).
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Results
Phylogenetic Analysis
A total of 11 protein yellow sequences from the Horch Lab transcriptome, 10 protein
yellow sequences from the publicly-available genome (Ylla et al., 2020), and 27 known protein
yellow sequences from Drosophila melanogaster, Apis mellifera, and other insect genomes
(Table 3) were aligned using Geneious. This alignment was used to create a maximum likelihood
phylogenetic tree (ML tree), depicted in Figure 2, using IQ Tree and Figtree.
The ML tree enabled the putative identification of protein yellows in the cricket
transcriptome. At this time, the protein yellows that have been identified in G. bimaculatus are
yellow -f, -h, -y, -d, -e, -x, -b, and a new protein yellow that I have chosen to label yellowr*. Currently, we have not identified protein yellow-c, -g, or -k in the cricket, though these have
each been identified in other insects. Bootstrap support varied, with some clades well resolved,
such as the yellow-f, -b, -y, and -h clades, and others less so, such as the yellow-x, -d, -e, and r*
clades. A yellow-b clade was well resolved (turquoise; Figure 2). The cricket Trinity sequences
and transcripts predicted from the cricket genome align most closely with each other and form a
clade with known protein yellow-b’s in reference insects with a bootstrap support (BS) value of
98%. Similarly well-resolved clades are also seen for yellow-f (red, BS 82%) and yellow-h
(green, BS 97%; Figure 2). There was no yellow-y sequence present in the cricket prothoracic
ganglion transcriptome, but there was a yellow-y in the genome which grouped with known
yellow-y’s from reference insects, as seen in the yellow clade, (BS 94%; Figure 2). Protein
yellow-f, -b, -y, and -h are more closely related to the same yellow genes in reference insects
than to other cricket protein yellows.
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Yellow-e, on the other hand, appears more closely related to yellow-x in the cricket as
well as bacterial yellows (BS 76%) than to other yellow-e’s in reference insects which form their
own clade with another yellow-x from a reference insect (BS 71%; Figure 2). The two cricket
yellow-d sequences formed a well supported group (BS 93%), that was clearly independent from
other insect yellow-d sequences (BS 82%, Figure 2). Two yellow-d’s from insects A. mellifera
and N. vitripennis did not group with the other insect yellow-d’s; however, the BS for that node
is only 38%. Cricket yellow-x sequences do not form a monphyletic group, but cluster with
many other groups, including yellow-d, yellow-e, and bacterial yellows (Figure 2). Some
reference insects are labelled yellow-d/e3, because their accessions were previously named
yellow-e3. However, recent research has shown that yellow-d and yellow-e3 are in fact the same
and the literature has declared that yellow-e3 should instead be termed yellow-d (Figure 2).
Three sequences which we designate “yellow-r*”, isolated from the cricket genome and
exome, group together but have low bootstrap support (BS 47%). A fourth cricket genome
sequence we also designate as yellow-r*, but it does not have a clear affinity in terms of
grouping.

14

Figure 2. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of cricket exomic sequences for protein yellows
(Wang et al., in revision; labeled with predicted protein name and Gb) along with reference
proteins in other insects (labeled with the protein name and genus species abbreviation; Table 3)
and protein yellow sequences from the cricket genome (labeled with GBI ID number and
predicted protein name). Tree is based on a VT+G4 substitution model, and bootstrap values
given at branch nodes were calculated from 1,000 bootstrap alignments using the Ultrafast
Bootstrap in IQ Tree. Each predicted protein yellow gene in the tree is color coded. The highly
divergent yellow-r* genes are newly putatively named in this study.

Protein Yellow Sequence Analysis
A ClustalW protein alignment of the 10 protein yellow sequences from the cricket
genome along with the 288aa Major Royal Jelly Protein (MRJP) domain consensus sequence of
A. mellifera and D. melanogaster protein yellow sequences from the Conserved Domain
Database (CDD) confirmed that there is in fact an MRJP domain in all the cricket sequences
studied, confirming that they are yellow family genes (Figure 3A). Amino acid percent identities
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from a ClustalW protein alignment with the 10 protein yellow sequences in the cricket showed
extensive sequence divergence among the yellow genes, with an average percent identity of
16.3% across all the genes (Figure 3B). Amino acid percent identity between protein yellow
genes ranged from 5.00% (yellow-y and yellow-e) to 36.61% (yellow-x and yellow-r*2) (Figure
3B). Within the yellow-r*’s, however, yellow-r*2 and yellow-r*3 have the highest percent
identity of 56.38% (Figure 3B).
Almost all of the cricket protein yellow sequences include a stretch of at least 7-15
hydrophobic amino acids at their N-terminus (Figure 4). Geneious hydrophobicity graphs
indicated that all yellow sequences except for yellow-r*2 displayed a stretch of over 8
hydrophobic amino acids within the first 60 amino acids. Using a hydrophobicity amino acid
scale on Expasy, all the protein yellow sequences displayed at least 7-15 hydrophobic amino
acids within the first 60 amino acids, except for yellow-h (Gasteiger, 2005; Kyte and Doolittle,
1982). According to TMHMM2.0, a server that predicts transmembrane helices in proteins,
yellow-f, yellow-y, and yellow-d are expected to have an N-terminal signal sequence based on
the number of amino acids in transmembrane helices within the first 60 amino acids.
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A

B

Figure 3. Divergence of protein yellow genes. A. Translations of cricket yellow family genes
were aligned using ClustalW and show extensive sequence divergence. The CDD predicted
MRJP domain is highlighted in yellow. B. Amino acid percent identity between protein yellow
genes ranged from 5.00% (yellow-y and yellow-e) to 36.61% (yellow-r*2 and yellow-x) with an
average of 16.3%. Color shading shows highest percent identity as black and lowest percent
identity as white.
17

A
?

B

Figure 4. A. Schematic of conserved structures in protein yellow sequences. All protein yellows
share an MRJP domain (blue rectangle) and an N-terminal hydrophobic sequence (red triangle).
The MRJP domain, according to NCBI CDD, is approximately 288 aa long. B. All protein
yellows except for yellow-r*2 and yellow-h are predicted to have a stretch of at least 7-15
hydrophobic amino acids in the N-terminal region, according to Geneious hydrophobicity graph
tools and Expasy ProtScale (Gasteiger, 2005). The amino acid scale used was classifying
hydrophobicity from researchers Kyte and Doolittle (Kyte and Doolittle, 1982). The ^ indicates
that TMHMM Server v. 2.0 predicted that the yellow gene would have a signal peptide sequence
based on the number of transmembrane helices so there is an even higher likelihood (Erik et al.,
1998).

Genome Mapping
Mapping the cricket yellow genes onto the genome using the program IGV revealed a
sequential array of protein yellows -e, -d, and -h on one single scaffold (Scaffold68) and pointing
in the same forward direction (Figure 5A). Yellow-y, -x, -f, -b, and -r* can be found on other
scaffolds, ranging from Scaffold44-Scaffold241 in a genome of 47,877 Scaffolds. The three
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yellow-r* sequences are found in tandem array on Scaffold44 in the reverse direction. The
number of exons for each protein yellow varies, with each sequence ranging from 3 to 10 exons
(Table 4). The intron/exon structure is not conserved among the cricket protein yellow
sequences, similar to other insects (Figure 6). All protein yellows in the cricket have a protein
size within the range of 248-541 amino acids. Each protein yellow scaffold and base pair
location can be found in Table 4.

Table 4. Table of protein yellow genes found in the G. bimaculatus genome along with their
location (scaffold and base pairs), number of exons they contain, and protein size (aa). Shaded
regions indicate yellow genes found on the same scaffolds.
Protein
Yellow gene

# of exons

Scaffold # (general
location)

Base pairs (specific
location)

Protein size (aa)

Yellow-f

3

Scaffold122

2269381-2273051

331

Yellow-b

8

Scaffold241

1581462-1624992

529

Yellow-x

6

Scaffold132

2626346-2637076

306

Yellow-d

7

Scaffold68

6165128-6275167

484

Yellow-e

3

Scaffold68

6020567-6030921

248

Yellow-h

6

Scaffold68

6457032-6467882

388

Yellow-y

3

Scaffold70

40245-66458

541

Yellow-r*1

10

Scaffold44

8186118-8199465

450

Yellow-r*2

4

Scaffold44

8207241-8214356

298

Yellow-r*3

6

Scaffold44

8225241-8236599

287
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A

B

Figure 5. A. Preliminary genomic landscape of protein yellow genes in the cricket, G.
bimaculatus. Arrows represent directionality. Yellow-e, -d/e3, and -h fall within the same
scaffold and are read in the forward direction in a tandem array. B. Genomic landscape of protein
yellow and MRJP genes in Apis mellifera. Four scaffolds from the genome were joined by PCR
amplification and sequencing, forming a larger interscaffold. All 10 MRJP genes are aligned in
tandem array and are flanked by five yellow genes, yellow -g, -g2, -e, -d/e3, and -h. (Adapted
from Drapeau et al., 2006).
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Figure 6. Intron/exon structure of cricket yellow genes. Exons are depicted as white boxes, to
scale. Introns are depicted with lines of uniform size. The sizes of exons and introns are
displayed in base pairs.
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Discussion
By characterizing protein yellows evolutionarily, sequentially, and genomically in the
adult Mediterranean field cricket, Gryllus bimaculatus, we can begin to better understand the
basic function of these proteins and how they might relate to the neuronal plasticity and
compensatory growth response seen in the cricket. While there is much to be gained from all of
the findings about the many different protein yellows, I was particularly interested in yellow-f
because that is the protein sequence that is upregulated in the prothoracic ganglion one day after
cricket deafferentation. Therefore, any information we find about yellow-f can help to better
understand why it might be involved in neuronal plasticity in the cricket CNS.

Evolutionary analysis
Before diving into understanding how the protein yellows in the cricket relate to other
insects, it is important to know where crickets fall in the evolution of insect species in general.
Gryllus bimaculatus is a member of the Orthoptera order. Crickets, along with grasshoppers,
roaches, termites, earwigs, and praying mantises, belong to the Polyneoptera supercohort of the
Insecta class (Misof et al., 2014; Fisher et al., 2018). Research estimates that the origin of the
Polyneoptera was around 302 million years ago (Ma) (Misof et al., 2014; Fisher et al., 2018). In
comparison, D. melanogaster, in the Diptera family, are the most recent evolutionary species of
insect and they are predicted to have originated 85Ma. Hymenoptera, which includes A.
mellifera, is estimated to have begun diversifying approximately 281Ma (Peters et al., 2017).
This research indicates that crickets are significantly more ancient than many of the insects being
studied in this paper, and that all the examples of protein yellow from different species are
expected to be highly divergent.
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According to the maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree aligning protein yellow
sequences from the cricket genome, the cricket prothoracic ganglion transcriptome, and other
reference insects, the evolutionary relationships among the protein yellows can mostly be
characterized as duplication events followed by diversification (Figure 2). The formation of this
tree enabled the putative identification of protein yellows in the cricket transcriptome. At this
time, the protein yellows that have been identified in G. bimaculatus are yellow -f, -h, -y, -d, -e, x, -b, and a newly named yellow-r* (Figure 2). Analyzing the protein yellows that have not been
identified in the cricket is equally as beneficial and can reveal insight into duplication events
(gains), insect lineage losses, gene losses, divergence (Misof et al., 2014). Currently, we have not
identified protein yellow-c, -g, or -k, all of which have been identified in some other insects that
are more recently evolved. Interestingly, however, previous studies note that yellow-c is not
found in Apis mellifera, yellow-g is not found in Bombyx mori and Bemisia tabaci, and yellow-k
is only found in Drosophila melanogaster (Figure 7). Gene losses and recent duplication and
diversification of these protein yellows have been observed in other insects (Ferguson et al.,
2011). Since yellow-k is found only in D. melanogaster but not in these ancient insects, yellow-k
could be one of the more recent diversifications of the yellow family (Figure 7). Because yellowc is in some more ancient insects like Bemisia tabaci and Acyrthosiphon pisum and also in more
recently evolved insects like D. melanogaster and Bombyx mori, its absence in A. mellifera could
indicate a gene loss (Figure 7). This could be the case for G. bimaculatus, but yellow-c could
also have evolved after the time of orthoptera. The absence of yellow-g in in B. mori most likely
indicates a gene loss; however, since the more ancient B. tabaci also does not have yellow-g
along with G. bimaculatus, it could be a more recent evolutionary addition around the time of the
Hemiptera (Figure 7).
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Not much is known about yellow-c function besides its possible involvement in
pigmentation given its close sequence identity with yellow-y (51%-98%) (Li et al., 2011).
Previous studies have shown that yellow-g and-g2 are found in embryos so could be involved in
development and that their transcription could potentially be controlled by a bidirectional
promoter (Drapeau et al., 2006).

Figure 7. Evolutionary relationships of protein yellows across species including Gryllus
bimaculatus. Dashes (-) indicate no presence of the protein yellow gene. Figure adapted from
Misof et al., 2014.
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Yellow-f, -b, -y, and -h form well-resolved monophyletic clades where the cricket
yellows are more closely related to the same yellow gene in other insects than to other yellow
genes in the cricket (Figure 2). Interestingly, there was no yellow-y sequence present in the
cricket prothoracic ganglion transcriptome, but there was a yellow-y in the genome, and that
cricket yellow-y sequence is claded with known yellow-y’s from reference insects, as seen in the
yellow clade. This would indicate that yellow-y is simply not expressed in the prothoracic
ganglion of the cricket and therefore most likely less involved in the functions of the CNS. This
would make sense given its known function in pigmentation of the fruit fly (Hinaux et al., 2018).
Because the upregulated yellow-f protein has shown to be most similar to yellow-f’s of
other insect species, we can relate it to previous research that has found high expression of
yellow-f in the adult brain of A. mellifera. Moreover, yellow-f has also been seen in embryos
where it is activated at the late embryonic stage, and its expression continues throughout larval
and pupal developmental stages (Drapeau et al., 2006). Research has also shown that protein
yellow, specifically yellow-f and yellow-f2 in D. melanogaster, could be a dopachrome
conversion enzyme, which catalyzes the decarboxylative structural rearrangement of
dopachrome to 5,6-dihydroxyindole, leading to rapid melanin production (Li et al., 2011;
Ferguson et al., 2011). In D. melanogaster, yellow-f and yellow-b sequences share 40%-90%
identity, and through extensive comparisons of orthologous yellow genes among available insect
genomes, it has become clear that yellow-f is highly conserved, suggesting a high level of
importance in the insect family (Li et al., 2011). Yellow-f’s high expression in the adult brain in
A. mellifera as well as its role in melanin production in D. melanogaster suggests that yellow-f in
the cricket could have multiple functions (Drapeau et al., 2006; Li et al., 2011). On the other
hand, given that A. mellifera is an older insect than D. melanogaster, yellow-f could potentially
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have originally functioned in the brain or CNS and then gained its function of pigmentation in D.
melanogaster.
Yellow-d, -e, and -x form less well-resolved clades in the phylogenetic tree with weaker
bootstrap support and are found to be closely related to bacterial protein yellows, perhaps
suggesting an origin from horizontal gene transfer in the evolution of these yellow genes (Figure
2). Horizontal gene transfer has been previously suggested, but considered by some researchers
to be somewhat unlikely, as the origins of the yellow family (Drapeau et al., 2006). Another
hypothesis for the evolutionary origin of the yellow family is that yellow genes are evolutionarily
ancient, but have been lost from many lineages and retained in those where they serve an
important function (Drapeau et al., 2006). However, findings from the ML phylogenetic tree of
yellow-e and -x could lead to confirmation that horizontal gene transfer could have occurred for
some protein yellows. Unlike the other yellows that claded with insect sequences of the same
gene, yellow-e in the cricket appears more closely related to yellow-x and bacterial yellow than
to other yellow-e’s in reference insects. The cricket yellow-x sequences do not form a
monphyletic group, but cluster with many other groups, including yellow-d, yellow-e, and
bacterial yellows (Figure 2). The yellow-d sequence from the cricket transcriptome forms a wellsupported group with yellow-d from the cricket genome, branching independently from the other
insect yellow-d sequences (Figure 2). Two yellow-d’s from insects A. mellifera and N.
vitripennis are surprisingly not grouped with the other insect yellow-d’s; however, the bootstrap
support for that node is only 38%, so understanding their origin will depend on the
characterization of protein yellows throughout the insect tree of life.
Three sequences which we designate “yellow-r*”, isolated from the cricket genome and
transcriptome, group together but have low bootstrap support. A fourth cricket genome sequence
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we also designate as yellow-r*, but it does not have a clear affinity in terms of grouping. These
“yellow-r*” sequences could potentially be new, unique protein yellows that require future
exploration since they do not group with any protein yellows in other insects. They could also
further suggest that some protein yellows have evolutionary origins in horizontal gene transfer
given that they are found to be more closely related to bacteria and towards the bottom of the tree
and could therefore be more evolutionarily ancient. However, more research on these yellow-r*’s
could help to draw better conclusions about these poorly claded yellows.
It was difficult to find an outgroup for this phylogenetic tree because protein yellows are
only found in insects and some bacteria, and the tree itself is relating many insect species.
According to data currently available in NCBI, no protein yellows were found in insect species
older than G. bimaculatus. This could be due to a lack of complete genomes for these insects or
could, upon further research, indicate evidence of protein yellow absence in more ancient cricket
species. Moreover, when bacterial protein yellows were added to the tree in an attempt to include
an outgroup, they aligned more closely to the insect sequences and it seemed like the cricket
yellow-r*’s could possibly be the common ancestor. This would also be consistent with
horizontal gene transfer of protein yellows from insects to bacteria.

Sequence divergence within the cricket
Similar to other insects, protein yellows are highly divergent within the cricket. Research
has shown that protein yellow sequences in A. mellifera have an amino acid identity of 22%
(Ferguson et al., 2011). In the cricket, the average amino acid identity for protein yellow
sequences was 16.3% which is only slightly lower than that in other insect species. Amino acid
identity between all protein yellow genes ranged from 5.00% with yellow-y and yellow-e to
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36.61% with yellow-r*2 and yellow-x (Figure 3B). Within the yellow-r*’s, however, yellow-r*2
and yellow-r*3 have the highest percent identity of 56.38% (Figure 3B). This low percent
identity indicates that there is little sequence conservation among the protein yellows within the
cricket besides the MRJP domain that appears in all of the protein yellows, defining them as part
of the yellow family (Figures 3&4). Yellow-f had the highest sequence identities with yellow-y,
yellow-b, and yellow-d (Figure 3B). Out of all the protein yellows, yellow-e is most divergent
with amino acid identities under 10% compared to all others (Figure 3B). The yellow-r*’s are
also quite low in sequence identity with other yellow genes in the cricket but have high identity
among the three of them (Figure 3B). It is likely that these three genes formed through
duplication events, given that they are very close on the same scaffold in the genome and are
more similar to each other than protein yellows in other insects (Figures 2 & 5A). Without
knowing much about the functions of these proteins, it is difficult to draw specific conclusions
from these identities. However, we can conclude that low sequence similarities open the
possibility for each protein yellow to have a different function. Therefore, even though yellow-y
is well known to be involved in pigmentation, yellow-f could be performing a different function,
say in the CNS, even though they are in the same yellow family.

N-terminal hydrophobic sequence indicates a secreted protein
According to previous research, a common aspect of the yellow family is that most
members have a hydrophobic sequence at their N-terminus that may function as a signal peptide
(Ferguson et al., 2011; Drapeau et al., 2006). Signal peptides are approximately 15-30 amino
acids long and are composed of three main parts: 1) N-region: the positively charged domain (15 residues) 2) H-region: the hydrophobic core (7-15 residues) and 3) C-region: the cleavage site
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(3-7 residues) (Owji et al., 2018). They carry information for protein secretion, and most protein
yellows are known to be secreted. Research has shown that protein yellows in D. melanogaster
are secreted factors that may have hormonal function (Drapeau, 2003). Moreover, MRJP1 in A.
mellifera has been found in intercellular spaces between cells in mushrooms bodies, indicating
that it is a secreted protein (Garcia et al., 2009; Peixoto et al., 2009).
Therefore, finding an N-terminal hydrophobic sequence of approximately 7-15 amino
acids would indicate a potential signal peptide in the cricket protein yellows and could help to
reveal more about their function. When searching for this conserved structure in the cricket
yellow sequences, some inconsistent data was found. Geneious hydrophobicity graphs indicated
that all yellow sequences except for yellow-r*2 displayed a stretch of over 8 hydrophobic amino
acids within the first 60 amino acids. Using a hydrophobicity amino acid scale on Expasy, all the
protein yellow sequences displayed at least 7-15 hydrophobic amino acids within the first 60
amino acids, except for yellow-h (Gasteiger, 2005; Kyte and Doolittle, 1982). According to
TMHMM2.0, a server that predicts transmembrane helices in proteins, yellow-f, yellow-y, and
yellow-d are expected to have an N-terminal signal sequence based on the number of amino
acids in transmembrane helices within the first 60 amino acids. This finding indicates that
yellow-f, -y, and -d have the highest probability of having a signal peptide, but it does not
discount the other findings of hydrophobic sequences in the other yellow genes. Therefore, we
can predict that all of these protein yellows most likely have N-terminal signal peptides except
for yellow-r*2. Functionally, protein yellows that do not have the hydrophobic sequence might
in fact have a different function or at least not be secreted, which would be interesting to further
explore. This finding gives insight into the function of the upregulated yellow-f in the cricket.
All three sources (Geneious, TMHMM2.0, and Expasy) confirmed that yellow-f has a significant
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hydrophobic sequence, which indicates the presence of a signal peptide and suggests that yellowf is a secreted protein.

Genomic Analysis
The genomic organization of yellow genes in the cricket reveals similar patterns to those in
A. mellifera and D. melanogaster. Scaffold68 has a sequential array of protein yellows-e, -d, and
-h that all point in the forward direction, which is a similar phenomenon to what we have seen in
A. mellifera with a yellow -g/g2, -e, -d/e3, and -h and the mjrp genes (Figure 5A & 5B). The
main differences are that the cricket is missing yellow-g/g2 and the 10 mrjp genes, but yellow-e,
-d/e3, and -h are still conserved. According to previous research, yellow-d was the progenitor for
the creation of the mrjp genes in A. mellifera and mrjps are only seen in hymenoptera insect
species (Figure 7). G. bimaculatus is a more ancient insect, so it would be understandable to not
see MRJPs in the cricket (Drapeau et al., 2006). However it is intruiging that crickets do not have
yellow-g’s because the block of yellow-g,-e,-d, and -h has remained largely conserved across all
insect species that have been examined. Similar to research on the MRJPs, however, the tandem
array of the yellow genes on Scaffold68 suggests a series of ancient duplication events in the
formation of the family of protein yellow genes (Drapeau et al., 2006). Beyond this cluster of
genes, there was no apparent synteny between the cricket and A. mellifera or D. melanogaster
genomes, but official linkage maps across species would be beneficial to investigate this further.
Future experiments could include using PCR amplification and sequencing to join scaffolds in
the cricket genome to confirm future synteny, similar to what was done by Drapeau and
colleagues (Drapeau et al., 2006; Figure 5B). This could also help to better identify the newly
named yellow-r* in the cricket. The three yellow-r* genes are also in a tandem array on the same
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Scaffold44 pointing in the reverse direction, which would also indicate duplication events, but
since these are not well-conserved in other insects, it is difficult to compare to other genomes
and gain more insight (Figure 5A).
The intron/exon structure is not conserved among the cricket protein yellow sequences
(Figure 6), which is the same for that of A. mellifera and other insect species. In the honey bee,
only the mrjp genes show highly conserved intron structure in the yellow family because they
recently evolved from a common progenitor, which was found to be yellow-d/e3 (Drapeau et al.,
2006). However, some of the cricket protein yellows have significantly more exons than those in
A. mellifera. In the cricket, the highest number of exons is 10, while the highest in the honey bee
is 5. It is interesting to note, however, that the cricket yellow-f has 3 exons, which is fewer than
many of the others in the cricket but more similar to the genes in other species (Figure 6).

Future Directions
This study helped to provide a foundation for future work with protein yellows in the
Horch Lab. Even though we now know the location of these proteins in the genome, their
sequence divergence within the cricket and among other species, their secreted nature, and their
phylogenetic relationship to other insects, there is much more to learn about these proteins. They
have the potential to reveal more about neuronal plasticity in the cricket if studied futher,
specifically the yellow-f sequences that were upregulated one day after deafferentation in the
prothoracic ganglion of the cricket.
Although a pilot in situ hybridization of yellow-f in the cricket was completed that
suggested the presence of protein yellow in the mushroom bodies and prothoracic ganglion, it
provided inconclusive results that need further experimentation. Hopefully more in situ
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experiments on yellow-f can be done in the Horch Lab to better confirm the location of the
upregulated protein yellows in the cricket CNS.
In the future, it could also be beneficial to explore protein yellows in different
transcriptomes. A publicly available transcriptome from cricket embryos (Zeng et al., 2013)
could be interesting to investigate to see if the same or different protein yellows are present in
development as well as in adults. Moreover, to observe whether the protein yellows are present
in other parts of the CNS besides the prothoracic ganglion, I could search for protein yellow
transcripts in an adult terminal ganglion transcriptome recently assembled in the Horch lab
(Prasad et al., submitted).
Another aspect that the Horch Lab could look into is the unusual palindromic sequences
evident in some of the predicted protein yellow sequences. In the process of BLASTing known
protein yellows against the de novo cricket transcriptome, a handful of the RNA transcripts had
multiple open reading frames that could potentially be read forward and backwards from the
same transcript and we would like to better understand if this is simply due to a misassembly of
the transcriptome or due to another possible factor in the way these protein yellows are organized
or structured or how they may function. This can be tested by locating these sequences in the
genome and if they match with the sequences in the transcriptome, which is assembled in a
completely different way, it could indicate there might be something more to explore. This
genomic irregularity of two genes residing on opposite genomic strands within the same locus
and sharing exonic sequence overlap could be defined as sense-antisense (SAS) gene pairing
(Wood et al., 2013). This occurrence is rare, but has been seen in other organisms, including D.
melanogaster (Wood et al., 2013). Sense-antisense gene pairs in all species analyzed to date
contain both protein-coding genes and non-coding RNA genes, most often one coding and one
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non-coding in each pair, and they are capable of affecting regulatory cascades through
established mechanisms (Wood et al., 2013; Goyal et al., 2017). Using research into the genome
as well as literature searches on these SAS pairs, the Horch Lab can hopefully better understand
these converging transcripts and their connection to protein yellows.
This research gives us introductory insight into the genomic and evolutionary
characterization of protein yellows in the cricket that we can continue to expand upon in the
future. I have found that the cricket has 10 protein yellow genes, including three that can be
newly identified as r* and a block of yellows that show synteny with other insect genomes.
Protein yellow-c, -g, and -k have been identified in some other insects but are missing in the
cricket; however it is difficult to determine if these are due to gene losses or more recent
evolution of these protein yellows. I discovered that the protein upregulated in the cricket CNS
can be labelled as yellow-f and relates most closely with yellow-f’s of other insects. Yellow-f is
likely a secreted protein, highly expressed in the nervous system, multifunctional, and highly
conserved across insect species. By further characterizing the upregulated yellow-f sequences
and their related proteins, we can better understand whether and how these upregulated proteins
might be influencing the branching of dendrites across the midline after cricket leg amputation
and how they could be related to neuronal plasticity in G. bimaculatus.
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